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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this article, we give alternate proofs of some intermediate results in the 
Gorenstein-Walter classification [6] of groups with dihedral Sylow 2- 
subgroups. These intermediate results will be applied in an alternate proof 
[ 1 ] of the entire classification by the first author. 
Our proofs rely only on elementary character theory and do not use block 
theory, but they are motivated by the related work of Brauer [2] and of 
Gorenstein and Walter [6, Propositions l-41, which was obtained by block 
theory. 
Now we describe the situation which will be assumed in the following 
sections and in the three theorems stated below. For elementary properties of 
groups with dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups the reader is referred to [S, 
Section 7.71. 
* Part of this work was completed while the authors were attending the Durham 
Symposium on Finite Simple Groups in August, 1978, sponsored by the Science Research 
Council of Great Britain. In addition, most of the second author’s work on this paper was 
done during two visits to the Mathematical Institute, Oxford, in 1971-72 and 1978-79, with 
partial support from the National Science Foundation, Science Research Council, J. S. 
Guggenheim Memorial Foundation, and Jesus College, Oxford. We are very grateful to these 
institutions for making these visits possible. 
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HYPOTHESIS 1.1. G is a group with a dihedral Sylow 2-subgroup S and 
only one class of involutions. 
Notation. S, is a cyclic subgroup of index 2 in S, 
t is the involution in S,, 
s is an involution in S - S,, 
t, and t, are involutions inS - S, with S, = (t, tz), 
H = C,(t), 
U = O(H), 
H, = US, (a subgroup of index 2 in H = US = H,(s)), 




Ki = the largest 2’Qubgroup of H inverted by ti, 
K=K,nK,. 
THEOREM A. +<2k2/G:HIP’<3. 
THEOREM B. If G has a proper subgroup G, which contains H and has 
only one class of involutions, then G/O(G) N A,. 
THEOREM C. Suppose U= (B, nK,) x BK with (IKl, IG : HI) = 1 and 
B’ # B. 
In case U # BK assume BK to be a Frobenius group (with kernel K). 
Then G is not simple. 
Theorem B is an easy consequence of Theorem A: that inequality, being 
valid also with G, in place of G, yields 1 G : G, I < 9; and since G, f7 Gf has 
odd order for all elements g E G - G,, ] S ( divides ] G : G, I - 1. Hence 
]G : G, I = 5, and the permutation group induced by G on the set of 
conjugates of G, must be A,. 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with elementary theory over the 
complex field (as developed in [3] or [5], f or example) and with the related 
standard notation. 
Some additional is necessary. We write / rp] for (1 (ol12, rpany generalized 
character, and if a, = x, + ... +x,, with xi or --xi irreducible and the xi 
pairwise orthogonal, then the xi are called the constituents of a, (their number 
is n = 191). 
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Practically all generalized characters (D occurring in this paper satisfy 
1~ ( ,< 4, with p( 1) = 0 in case ] a, / = 4, and hence have that form. 
Usually we identify the characters of a factor group X/Y with those 
characters of X which have Y in their kernel. 
For algebraic integers a and b, a = b means a = b modulo 2; recall that in 
case a, b E Z this congruence then also holds in Z. 
Given Hypothesis 1.1, the next hypothesis consists of notation only. 
HYPOTHESIS 1.2. H; g U a H, 4 H g G, 
T := H, - U is a TI-set of G with N,(T) = H, 
A := set of all linear (i.e., irreducible) characters of HO/U, 
A = (A, )...) A,), where A, = l,,, and m = IH, : UI. 
Remark. With respect to multiplication of characters, /i is a group 
acting on Irr(H,). If 6 is a difference of two A-equivalent characters, then 6 
vanishes outside T. 
LEMMA 1.3. Assume Hypothesis 1.2. Let 6, and 6, be class functions of 
H, vanishing outside T. 
Then (St, a,*), = (67, Sy), and ST = Sy on T. 
Proof. As SF vanishes outside T, this follows immediately from a basic 
result of Brauer and Suzuki, see [S, Theorem 4.4.61. 
In case IH : HOI = 2, the following remark determines (87, Sy),, in 
Lemma 1.3. 
Remark 1.4. Let H, be a subgroup of index 2 in a group H, s an element 
in H - H,. Take v E Irr(H,,). Then v” = v + vs on H,. 
If vs # v, then v” is irreducible. 
If vs = v, then I vH( = 2, V“ = oi + u2 with ui E Irr(H) coinciding with v on 
H,, and not vanishing outside H,. 
Every irreducible character of H arises in this way (i.e., isa constituent of 
some v”). 
For v, p E Irr(H,) we have VII =,uH if ,D E {v, v’} and (v”,,#), = 0 
otherwise. 
Remark 1.5. Let 6 and E be generalized characters of a group G such 
that ]6]=]&]=2, &l)=&(l), and (6,~)~=0. 
Then 6 and E are disjoint (i.e., no x E Irr(G) satisfies k,6), # 0 and 
(x, c)~ # 0) by the following argument. 
Otherwise we have 6 =x + w and E =x - w with x, v E f Irr(G), contrary 
to 2lJ/( 1)# 0. 
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LEMMA 1.6. Let u, be a generalized character of a group G. Let t be an 
involution in G, and u a 2’-element in C,(t). 
Then q(m) = q(u). 
Proof: Without loss of generality assume G = (tu) and cp E Irr(G). Then 
cp(tu> = VW cp(u) = f cp(u>. 
LEMMA 1.7. Assume Hypothesis 1.2. Let v,,v*,... be representatives of 
the A-orbits of Irr(H,), and for every A-orbit Av define r(Av) := CfiE,,,,p. 
For a given x E + Irr(G) and for all j and all v E AL> define 
ai = 01 IH,,~ vj)ll,, and e,. = 01, (v - v,J*)~. 
Then the following conditions hold: 
(i) r(Av) = 0 on T; 
(ii> x I),,, = C,. e,.v + .Xi a.ir(~v,ih 
(iii) in case ) H, : UJ = 2 we have, with Sj := vj - ,Iz vi, 
Proof Being the regular character of H,/U, r(A) vanishes outside U, and 
hence r(Av)= /A,,l~‘r(A) v d oes. This proves (i), and (ii) is immediate from 
Frobenius recoprocity. For (iii) observe that A, is -1 on T. 
LEMMA 1.8. Let C cipi = 0 with algebraic integers Ci and pairwise 
distinct irreducible characters /I,, pZ ,... of some 2’-group B. 
Then ci = 0 for each ci. 
Proof With/i’=CciPi, Cj~iBJCj=IB)d13,Pi),~O. 
For the next result, derived from [4], we include a proof which is in the 
spirit of this paper. 
LEMMA 1.9. Let S be a 2-group acting on a 2’-group U. 
Then for each irreducible character a of U fixed by S there is a unique 
irreducible character a of B := C,(S) such that 
Moreover, each /? E Irr(B) corresponds to a unique a. 
Proof. First we notice that uniqueness of B will be immediate from 
Lemma 1.8. Then we assume JSJ = 2, the general case following from this by 
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induction on ] S]. Let G be the semi-direct product of S and U. Then 
Hypothesis 1.2 is satisfied with H = H, = S x B and with B in place of U. 
As 1 G : U] = 2, G has an irreducible character x which coincides with a on 
U and does not vanish on G - H, hence not on T = SB -B (every element 
of even order is conjugate to an element of T), by Remark 1.4. 
By the Brauer-Suzuki Lemma 1.3 and Remark 1.5, the 87 in Lemma 1.7 
are pairwise disjoint. Hence x is involved in exactly one 87 (with 
k,8T)G=k1 because ISj*]=2), and we have x=kvj on T=SB-B, by 
Lemma 1.7.iii. Let & = vi IB. Then, by Lemma 1.6, 
a=xs& on B. 
Conversely, any given /I E Irr(B) extends to a unique vi, and the two 
irreducible characters of G involved in ST restrict o the same Q E Irr(U). 
2. THE GENERAL SITUATION 
In addition to the notation introduced in Hypotheses 1.1 and 1.2 we let A, 
be that non-trivial character in n whose kernel contains S’, the subgroup of 
index 2 in S,. 
Thus 2, and A, are the only characters in n fixed by s. 
s Furthermore, let K, denote a linear character of H, whose kernel contains 
S, and [S, U], and rci denote &K,. 
If B @ U’, then rci can be chosen distinct from A, = lHO. 
For v E Irr(H,), the stabilizer /i, consists of those A E A which contain the 
support of v (hence t) in their kernel. 
In particular, as K, is 1 on S,, /i,, = lHo, i.e., ]/ix, /= m. 
Thus s fixes no K[ except K, and K*. 
LEMMA 2.1. For each v E Irr(H,), exactly half of the characters in /iv 
have t in their kernel, and in case Av’ = Av exactly two characters in /iv are 
fixed by s. 
Proof: As /i 1 := {A E A 1 k(t) = 1 } is a subgroup of index 2 in A, the first 
assertion follows from /1 v g /i , . 
As (s) acts on the abelian 2-group A, with ) C,,(s)/ = 2, /i , equals [It, s]. It 
follows that for any s-invariant proper subgroup /i,, of /i, and for any 
element p in A,, the congruence A-“,? = .U mod /i, has exactly two solutions 
II E /1 module/l,. 
For the second assertion, assume vs = ,uv for some ,U ~/i, notice that 
{~E~~(~v)~=~~}=(~E/iJ~~~~~~rnod/1~}, and apply the above with 
A, =A,,. 
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In the following, we call irreducible characters of H, equivalent if they lie 
in the same /i-orbit, and we call the1 conjugate if they are conjugate under 
6). 
LEMMA 2.2. For equivalent ,u, vE Irr(H,J we have 
,E;(G) $$01, cu -v)*), = 
if pus # ,u and vs # v, 
IG:HI ifp=~,,v=~~,i>3, 
ifp=~,,v=~~,andk,=k,. 
Remark. Each x may be replaced by -x. 
Prooj Denote the above expression by Y. Let 6 :=,u” - ti* and 
Define class functions f (of G) and hj (of H) by f(g) = number of pairs 
(x, y) E tG x t” such that xy = g, fii( g) = number of pairs (x, y) E $ x $’ 
such that xy = g. By [ 5, Theorem 4.2.121, 
and 
Hence V= IHl(‘J 6*), and w=IHI(Cij&34H. 
Next we show that V equals W. By Frobenius reciprocity, it suffices to 
verify that (f lH, 6)” equals (C fii, a),. As 6 vanishes outside T, we are done 
as soon as we know that f and C fij coincide on T, i.e., that involutions 
x, y E G with xy E T necessarily lie in fU c, the set of involutions in 
H - H,. Inverting xy, an element of the TI-subset T, x and y lie in 
NG(7’) = H. As t is the only involution in H,, they lie in H-H,. 
This proves V= W. Clearly, an irreducible 0 E {,u”, v”} contributes 
nothing to W. So assume ,u = K, and v = JC~, i> 2. 
By Remark 1.4, $’ is irreducible if j> 3, and is the sum of (the) two 
linear extensions rj and r; of ~~ to H otherwise. 
As rj = -rj outside H,, we may assume zj(t,) = 1. 
Then f,(t,) = 1 and s,(t,) =.-I. 
Thus (k, 6(t,) + k,B(t,))* is k2 for c9 = ti and 8 = t’, and is (k, - k,)* for 
B=r, and S=r;. 
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COHERENCE THEOREM 2.3. There is a mapping v + v’from Irr(H,) into 
the set of generalized characters of G such that v” = v’ and 
(i) IfI = IvHl = 1 or 2 accordingly, as vS # v or vS = v; 
(ii) (jt - v)* = ,ti - Ffor equivalent ,u, v; 
(iii) ti and C are disjoint j’p and v are equivalent and not conjugate; 
(iv) for A-orbits A, and A, not conjugate under (s), ,t7, - v’, and 
,Lz - V; are orthogonal whenever ,uj, v,~ E Aj ; 
(v) ,ti - v’= ,uN - v” on T, for equivalent ,u, v; 
(vi) F(t) = 2v(t) zf vS # v, unless I/iv1 = 4 and /iv’ =/iv. 
Proof. First we assume (i)-(v) and prove (vi). Lemma 2.1 yields a 
p E Av with $ #p and p(t) = -v(t). Then g(t)* - 3(t)* = 0, by Lemma 2.2, 
which together with 
/T(t) - F(t) = f(t) - v”(t) = 4/t(t) # 0 
implies ,6(t) + f(t) = 0, and hence F(t) = 2v(t). 
In order to define the v”, consider the characters 19, ..., 8 of H induced by 
the characters in some /i-orbit /iv. Either all the 19~ are irreducible, or exactly 
two of them, say 8, i and 13,) are not. 
If n > 4, we use Lemma 2.1 to assume that O,(t) = -e,(t). 
By Remark 1.4, the Bi are pairwise orthogonal. 
Let di := 0, - Bj for i > 2. By the Brauer-Suzuki Lemma (Lemma 1.3), 
IF =la + leil and (ST, q7, = I 4 I for i # j. 
We will define pairwise disjoint generalized chara$ers &$ of G such that 
141=lej( and 8:=0,-&i; and then, letting v’ := fl, we will be done (in 
view of Remark 1.4 and the Brauer-Suzuki Lemma). 
The case n = 2 is easy. So assume n > 3. 
Then (SF, ST), = 1 for i # j (0, is irreducible), whence ST and 87 have a 
common constituent, say xij, and ST - xij and ST - xij are orthogonal and 
hence disjoint, see Remark 1.5. 
Now let 8, :=x*3 and I$ := 8, - 6: whenever 0, is a constituent of 6:. 
Suppose 6 is not defined. Then j > 4. In particular, n > 4. As I/iv Iis a 2- 
power and n is 2 + +(l/ivl - 2) if there are reducible ei, it follows that 8, and 
8, are irreducible. 
Then xZj = -gZ and xjj = --g3; and since 15: and ~57 have only one 
common constituent for i # j, it follows that j is unique. 
As 0, cannot be irreducible (otherwise 87 = -g2 - e,, contrary to 
ST(l)=0 and ~2(1)=~~(1)=~~(1)), /Iv=nvs and n>5. 
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Hence, again by the Brauer-Suzuki Lemma, every ST is orthogonal to 
@ - y)* whenever p and y lie in some /i-orbit other than /iv. 
Then f?, 8,) and e, have the same multiplicity, say x, in (,u - y)*; and the 
multiplicity of the third constituent o of ST must be 2x (we have 
ST = v, - t!jZ - gX). As I+ - r)* 1 ,< 4, it follows that x = 0. 
Now, with vi, a, p E nv inducing 6’,, 8,, 6,, respectively, Lemma 1.7 
yields B;(t) = 2a(t) + P(f). 
On the other hand, by taking ,D = 0, and v = 0, in the argument used to 
prove (vi), we have ez(t) = 2a(t), a contradiction. 
For x E fIrr(G) we define 
901) := set of all v E Irr(H,) such that 01, C), # 0. 
Clearly, (x, v”)G = (x, G), = f 1 for each v E gk). 
Thus 9(x) is s-invariant and (by 2.3.iii) ntersects each A-orbit in a set of 
(at most two) conjugate characters. 
We will use these facts and Theorem 2.3 frequently without reference. 
The ideal result would be that (s) is transitive on Sk), but we will be 
satisfied with less. 
The next lemma explains our interest in 901). It follows directly from 
Lemmas 1.6 and 1.7 (choose the vi subject to (x, V;.)c = 0). 
LEMMA 2.4. Let x E *Irr(G). Then ,y = CvE9Cx) (x, QGv on T and ,y = 
CL.E.4cx, v on u. 
The last result of this section yields Theorem A in case m > 8 and, 
together with Lemma 3.4 of the next section, also in case m = 4. 
LEMMA 2.5. Suppose m > 4 and X,(t) = 2&(t). Let cp be the non-trivial 
constituent ofI,,. Then q(t) = 1 and 
{<l-3/~(l)<2k21G:HIP’<2. 
Proof: We have 1, = lc + p (by Frobenius reciprocity) and 
X,(t) -X,(t) = L,(t) - 21,(t) hence rp(t) = 1. 
Then Lemma 2.2, applied with ,u = A, and v = A,, yields 
( 1 4 -- IG:ff 1+ rp(l) x,o =2k*. ) 
With x := ~(1) we have x,(l) = x + 1. We multiply the above equality by 
x(x+1) and get /G:HJ(x-1)*=2k*x(x+l). As JG:Hl is odd and m 
divides k, it follows that 8 divides x - 1, hence x > 9 or x Q -7, and the 
equality yields our assertion. 
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3. THE CASE ) S, : C,JU)l < 2 
In this section we assume that S’, the subgroup of index 2 in So, 
centralizes U.Then the irreducible characters of S’ x U are just the products 
of the irreducible characters of U with the linear characters of S’, and, in the 
light of Remark 1.4, the following should be clear. 
Remark 3.1. Let a E Irr(U), S, the subgroup of elements of S fixing a, 
and a, ,..., a, (n < 2) the S,-conjugates ofa. 
Then there is a unique A-orbit A(a) such that 
plu=a, + ..a +a, for all p E A(a). 
It consists of the constituents ofthe characters of H, induced by the m/2 
extensions of a to S’ x U, and is fixed by s if and only if S, & S,, i.e., 
S, = S (then n = 1) or S, = S’(t,) or S, = S’(t,) (then n = 2). 
We have I/i(a)/ = m/n and hence Cuc,,(a) v(1) = ma(l). 
Every A-orbit is of the form A(a) for suitable a. 
THEOREM 3.2. Each x E *Irr(G) satisfies IS(x)1 < 3. 
Proof. For o E 9k), let e, := (x, $c. Then x = 2” e,v on T, by 
Lemma 2.4. Since T = Z-Z, - U is a TI-subset with normalizer H, it follows 
that 
2=201,&=2IGl-’ c x(x)x(x) 
XCG 
= IH,J-’ J‘ e,e,p(x) v(x) - m-’ 1 UI-’ x e,e,p(x> v(x) 
x2%. XEU 
= C e,e,Cu, & - m-’ X e,e,CuL,, 4Ju. 
BY Remark 3.1, C.4, vL>~ is 0 if p and v are not equivalent and is equal 
to m I/iv/-’ otherwise. 
Furthermore, Sk) intersects each of the A-orbits A,, AZ ,... ofIrr(H,) in a 
proper subset consisting of conjugate characters. 
It follows that 
2 > Zz, (9(Jf)nAil -l~(Cf)nAi12 lAilp’ 
LEMMA 3.3. Let x E *Irr(G). Suppose 901) contains two characters v 
such that vs = v and lllvl = m. 
Then 901) consists of three such characters, and S has order 4. 
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Proof. Suppose gk) contains exactly two such characters, say ,u and Y. 
By Remark 3.1, p and v restrict o distinct irreducible characters of U fixed 
by S, whereas any third character in ,%Q) (if it exists) restricts to a sum of 
two S,-conjugate characters of U. Thus Lemma 2.4 together with 
Lemmas 1.8 and 1.9 yield 
x-p+wfO on B 
In particular, x(l) = 0 (because ~(1) and V( 1) divide / Vi). 
Then Theorem 4.2.10 in [5] forces (& 1)/2) 1 G : C,( g)lk( g)/x( 1)) to be 
an algebraic integer, for each g E G. Since IG : C,(g)1 is odd for each g fZ B, 
this yields x = 0 on B, a contradiction. 
Next suppose ) SJ > 8. Let Sk) = {v,, vz, v~}. Lemma 2.1 allows us to 
choose pi # pf in /iv,. As the 6, := bi - ci are pairwise orthogonal, we have, 
with cp, w, pEfIrr(G), *6,=~+cp+~/, i&.=x--(p+p, and 
&=x-v/-p. 
As si( 1) = 0, this implies x( 1) = 0, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let x E fIrr(G). Suppose s(x) contains a character v not 
fixed by s such that vs &/iv or ( Av( = m. Then 3’h) = (v, v’} and 
C(t) = 2v(t). 
Proof: Suppose the lemma is false. Without loss of generality, x = V: By 
Lemma 2.4 and the fact that i.%‘k)l< 3, our two assertions are equivalent. 
Hence 901) contains a third character iu in addition to v and v’, and 
Theorem 2.3.vi yields vs E nv and ]nwJ = 4, hence IS] = 8. 
Suppose )IIp/ = 4. Then AP contains a character ,u’ not fixed by s. As k 
lies in *Irr(G), one of the two s-invariant characters in nv, say v’, satisfies 
(v”, $), = 0; and because p’ @9(x) we have (V;$), = 0. Furthermore, 
Lemma 3.3 forces (a,,&), = 0, and then we get 
This contradiction proves J/i,u/ = 2. 
Let /iv = A@) and IIp =/i(a), with S'(t,) fixing cz. Then 
vlc= vS((/=/3 and P IL’ = Ql + a, 
with a, and az the two S,-conjugates of a. 
By Lemma 1.7 and Remark 3.1, x(l) = *((v(l) + v’(1)) f ,u(l) + mx with 
X an integer. As a(1) and p(1) are odd, it follows that 
x(1) = *2p(l) f 2a(l) + mx is divisible by 4. 
By Lemma 2.4, all elements u E U satisfy 
x(u) = v(u) + v’(u) + p(u) - a,(u) + a2(u). 
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As h(1)/4) 1 G : C,(u)](j(u)/x(l)) is an algebraic integer, see [5, 
Theorem 4.2.101, and since 1 G : C,(U)] is not divisible by 4 for 
uEB,=C,(t,),wehave~-OonB,andhencea,+ar,~OonB,,contrary 
to Lemma 1.8 and Lemma 1.9. 
Remark 3.5. If U = B 43 G, then G, := N,(B) is as in Theorem B. 
LEMMA 3.6. Suppose x E Irr(G) with 9’(x) not empty and K $L kerk). 
For every v E Am assume vS E /iv. 
Then, for some a E Irr(U), KS! ker(a) and x(1) > 2ma(l). 
Proof: Choose P E Irr(H,) such that (j IH0, u),, # 0 and K & ker@). We 
apply Remark 3.1 and get /i,~ = /i(a) with K $Z ker(a). 
Inverting K, each element in S - S, moves a. Hence ll$ # /l,~, and it 
follows that A,D n .%‘k) is empty. 
Thus all v E /l,~ U&P have the same multiplicity in x IHo, and now a final 
look at Remark 3.1 yields x( 1) > Cvs,,rc v,,Bs v( 1) = 2ma( 1). 
By our remarks before Lemma 2.5, the proof of Theorems A and B is 
complete in the case when I S / # 4. 
We conclude this section with the proof of Theorem C for that case. 
So assume the situation of Theorem C with ] S/ > 8 and G simple. 
Recall the definition of the ICY in the beginning of Section 2. We have 
Ic”1 =x1 +x2 and &=x3 
with xi E fIrr(G). By Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, 
ad = 1% 9 G 1 and X3(f) = 2K3(f) = f2, (1) 
and 
vs = v and IAvl#m for every v # Icl in .~(JY,). (2) 
For such a v we have v(t) = *v(l) = +-2p(l) with /?E Irr(B), by 
Remark 3.1 and because every irreducible character of U fixed by I, or t, has 
K in its kernel and hence restricts to an irreducible character of B. As p # p 
if j? # 1, (I B I is odd), it follows that 
I WI = v(l) < W1)/2)* < PI. (3) 
Let xi(t) = 1 +x. By (3) and Lemma 2.4, 
IXIG c ~(1) G (IWxJ - l)lBl~ uE.mx,)-lKll 
(4) 
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and 
x*<2IB[ in case 1.%Q,)/<2. (5) 
Since C,(t)- f&)= KY(~)- KY(~)= 2 - ~K~(C)= 2 - &(t), we have 
x2(t) = 1 -x, and then Lemma 2.2 yields 





If S&i)# {K~}, then [S,, U] # 1 and BK is a Frobenius group. 
Suppose I %,xI>l = 3, say g&,)= {K,,V,,V2}. Let 6i=Vi-i”i with 
u~#,u~E/~v, such that&=pi. 
Then &S, =x, --x2 +p +o and &6,=x1 -x2 --p--a with P,~E fIrr(G) 
because 6, and 6, are orthogonal to each other and to K, - !?j as well as to 
CJ, by (1). 
This together with S,(l) =6,(l) = 0 forces xl(l)=x2(l), hence 
x3( 1) = 2x1(1), so that (6) now reads 2k*x(l) = 2x2 I G : HI. 
As 2 ] KI divides k and is prime to I G : H], it follows that 2 I KJ < I xl; 
hence 2lKl<2lBI, by (4), contrary to the fact that BK is a Frobenius 
group. 
This proves ]Sk,)] ,< 2. Choose K, # lHO (this is possible because 
B @ U’). By Remark 3.5, K # 1. Then Lemma 3.6 yields some a E Irr(U) 
with Kg ker(a) such that Ix(l)] > 8a(l) + 1 for each x E k, ,x2,x3, q}, with 
v, as in Lemma 2.5. 
Now it follows from (6) and Lemma 2.5 that 
1 <(1/8a(1)+1)(3+(1+x)*+(1-x)*+4). (7) 
This implies x # 0, hence 2(x1) # {K~} by (4). 
Thus BK is a Frobenius group, and since K & ker(a), this forces 
a(1) > IBI. Then (5) and (7) yield JB( < 2, a contradiction. 
4. THE CASE ISI = 4 
It remains to prove Theorems A, B, and C for the case when ]S I = 4. 
For v = vs E Irr(H,) with v(t) = v(1) define (applying Lemma 1.9) 
6” := (v-A,v)* =?-A& 
v^ := the irreducible character of B satisfying v^- v on B, 
and for x E fIrr(G) let 9’01) be the set of all such v with 01, a,), # 0. 
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The set A of all 6, we regard as a graph, with two distinct a,, being 
adjacent when they are not disjoint (hence having exactly two or four 
irreducible characters of G in common). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let x E fIrr(G) with S’k) not empty. Then 
(i) I9’Cy)l = 1 or 3; 
(ii> x(t) = Co tx14.>, v( 1); 
(iii> x = LarcXJ v^ on B; 
(iv) x(1) is odd; 
(VI v v E S’WI is invariant under N,(B), hence under N&S). 
Proof: Note that v E 9k) if and only if 901) contains v or A,v. (It 
cannot contain both.) Then see Lemmas 2.4, 3.3, and 3.4 for (i)-(iv). 
BY (iii>, P := Cvp.d~~x~ v^ satisfies ,l3” = /3 for all elements g E N,(B). As the 
mapping v + v^ is one-to-one, Lemma 1.8 then yields (v). 
LEMMA 4.2. For each ,u E Irr(H,) with ,u =,us and ,u(t) = 1 there exists a 
character ,u’ of G such that for every 6, E A, 
(6,) ,u’)o is odd if and only if v^ and fi are conjugate under N,(S). 
Proof: Let p’ := p* where we regard ,LI as a character of S x B. 
With b ranging over B and x over a set of (three) coset representatives of 
C,(S) = S x B in NG(S), and with 6 := 6,, we get 
(6,~‘),-IBl(~,~‘),=IBl(~l,,,P),,=b~~(t”b)P(t”b) 
= f 1 6(tb”-‘) p(b) 
= ; C 4v(b” -‘) P(b) 
-(BI~(?,,u),=O, lBl,or 3(BI. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let A, be a connected component of A with IA, I f 1. 
Then A,, = {a,, 6,, 6,), where (with xi E +Irr(G)) 
~,=x1+xz+x3+x4? 
~2=xI-x*+x3-x4~ 
63 =x1 +x2 -x3 -x4. 
Furthermore, the three v^ with 6, E A, are conjugate under N,(S). 
ProoJ: Choose 6, E A,. If p is not fixed by N&S), then every constituent 
of 6, is involved in each of the three 6,, with v^ N,(S)-conjugate to p by 
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Lemma 4.1.~; and since A is an orthogonal set, it follows that A, is as 
described above. 
Thus assume @ is fixed by N&S). Let ,u’ be as in Lemma 4.2. Then, for 
any choice of integers n,,, (6, + XI,,, n,,6,., ,u’)~ is odd, whence some 
irreducible character has odd multiplicity in 6, + C,.,, n,.6,.. 
It follows that any two 6 E A, have at most two irreducible characters in 
common. 
Then orthogonality of A,, together with Lemma 4.1.i yield 6,, a,, 6, in A, 
such that (with xi, vi, cp E kIrr(G)) 
Furthermore, A, contains additional 6,, a,, 6, (not necessarily distinct) 
involving x2, x3, and (D, respectively. 
If they are pairwise distinct, then, with another 0 E &h-r(G), 
*d,=x,-v1+w2+(7, 
a=x3-v,+VI3--> 
*a, = v - Y, + v3 + (J, 
whence *8, f 6, f 6, f 6, = 2x, + 2x3 + 2~ + 2yl, involves only irreducible 
characters with even multiplicity, a contradiction. 
If I(S,, 6,, S,}l = 2, say, 6, = 6, + a,, then 
*b4=X2-&+W2-V/3 and Zk~,5=~-~2+~3+“‘r 
contrary to (6,, S,), = 0. 
This proves 6, = 6, = a,, hence, with v., E fIrr(G), 
*d4=x2-x3+v)+w4 and A,,= {J,,b,b,J,l. 
So, with Jj = a,.,, 
and x, = v^, + c2 + G, on B, 
by Lemma 4.l.iii. 
For each x E fIrr(G) there is a ring homomorphism i from the center of 
the integral group ring ZG into the ring of algebraic integers which maps 
any class sum g on 1 G : C,( g)(k( g)/x( 1). 
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If x is involved in some di, then x(1) is odd by Lemma 4.1, and since 
IG : C,(b)1 is odd if and only if g E (SB)’ = BGU (cB)‘, it follows that 
X”(g) = x(g) or 0 accordingly, as g E (SB)’ or g 65 (SB)‘. 
Thus 2, = @, + Gz + I$~, by Lemma 1.6 and the above congruences. So for 
all elements a, b E B we have, with j ranging over { 1, 2, 3 }, 
Fixing a for a moment, we conclude from Lemma 1.8 that 
$,(a) 5% 's $(a). 
j= 1 
Being true for all a E B, this contradicts Lemma 1.8. 
Now we can complete the proof of our main theorems. Let 
h,,,= lG+p, +92+q3 (pi E M-r(G)). 
Since 1 SI = 4, k, = k, in Hypothesis 1.1. By Lemma 4.l.ii, and 
Theorem 4.3, vi(t) = 1. Hence Lemma 2.2 yields 
2k21G:H(-‘=I +x&(l)-‘. (1) 
As oi( 1) is odd and t lies in G’, lqi(l)l < 3 implies pi(l) = vi(t) = 1. Thus 
(1) yields Theorem A, hence also Theorem B. 
So assume the situation of Theorem C with G simple. Choose K, distinct 
from 1,” (see the beginning of Section 2). Again by Lemma 2.2, 
2k* /G : HI-’ = C xi(f)’ Xi(t)- ‘3 (2) 
where 
s,,=xl +x2 +x3 +x4 (xi E *Irr(G)). 
Since lSl=4, U=BK and k=2/KI. By Remark3.5, Kf 1. 
Assume the situation of Theorem 4.3 with 6, = 6,,. As U= BK implies 
v^= v JB, the three v are linear. Then x,(t) = 3, x2(t) =x3(t) = 1, and 
x4(f) = -1 by Lemma 4.l.ii, and x,(l) =-x2(l) = -x3(1) =x4(1) because 
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s,(l) = 0. Now (2) gives 2k2x,(l) = (9 - 1 - 1 + 1) 1 G : HI, contrary to 
(IKl, IG : HI) = 1. 
By Lemma 4.l.ii, this proves xi(t) = 1. By Lemma 3.6, Ixi(l)l > 5 and 
iqj(l)l > 5. Then (1) and (2) yield 1 < 3 + $, a contradiction. 
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